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Abstract. – BACKGROUND: Bladder cancer
is a common cancer worldwide whose incidence
continues to increase. It is estimated that there
are 261,000 cases of bladder cancer resulting in
115,000 deaths worldwide.

AIM: Although some studies can be initiated
using small local tissue collections, high quality
collection of fresh tissues from new clinical tri-
als will be crucial for proper evaluation of asso-
ciations with clinical outcome. For superficial
bladder cancer, identification of tumors that will
progress has long been perceived as a potential
application of genetic studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In our study, we
constructed the Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI)
network using the Cytoscape and detected some
network modeling clusters. In addition, we en-
riched GO categories among these genes in the
first cluster and detected a pathway i.e. Spliceo-
some (hsa03040). Most Gene Ontology (GO) cate-
gories and Spliceosome were closely to RNA
splicing and cellular macromolecular complex
(CMC) assembly, which indicates that the muta-
tion of RNA splicing and CMC assembly maybe
important factors causing bladder cancer.

RESULTS: In our study, these clusters of
GO:0034622, GO:0006397 and GO:0034621 in
bladder cancer belong to cellular macromolecu-
lar complex assembly, which may play an impor-
tant role in the occurrence of cancer cells.

CONCLUSIONS: It is a great significance for
the detection and treatment of bladder cancer to
understand the mechanism of RNA splicing and
CMC assembly.
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Introduction

Bladder cancer is the fifth most common can-
cer and caused more than 115,000 deaths in the
world in1 2008ett. Ninety-nine percent of bladder
cancers are transitional cell carcinoma. The other
10% are squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcino-
ma, sarcoma, small cell carcinoma, and sec-
ondary deposits from cancers elsewhere in the
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body. These tumors originate in the bladder mu-
cosa, progressively invade the lamina propria,
and move sequentially into the muscularispro-
pria, perivesical fat, and contiguous pelvic struc-
tures, with increasing incidence of lymph node
involvement with progression2,3.
Bladder cancer belongs to transitional cell car-

cinoma (TCC). TCCs are often multifocal, with
30-40% of patients having more than one tumor at
diagnosis. The pattern of growth of blander cancer
can be papillary, sessile (flat) or carcinoma-in-
situ (CIS). Although some studies can be initiated
using small local tissue collections, high quality
collection of fresh tissues from new clinical trials
will be crucial for proper evaluation of associa-
tions with clinical outcome4,5. For superficial blad-
der cancer, identification of tumors that will
progress has long been perceived as a potential ap-
plication of genetic studies6. Because bladder can-
cer is often multifocal and some tumors arise
within a urothelium that shows widespread urothe-
lialatypia, objective methods are needed to assess
the status of the urothelium remaining after resec-
tion of all overt tumors, possibly by the assess-
ment of irrigation specimens7.
In our study, we identified the DEGs using the

limma package and constructed the PPT network
using the Cytoscape. In addition, we found network
clusters in PPI network modeling and further ob-
tained higher over expression clusters by MCODE
analysis. Finally, ten GO terms were enriched with
GO function annotation and one KEGG pathway,
i.e. Spliceosome (hsa03040) were detected.

Data and Methods

Data Source
The transcription profile of GSE31678 was ob-

tained from National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation Gene Expression Omnibus (NCBI GEO)
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)
which is based on the Affymetrix Human Genome
U133A Array. A Total of 60 chips, purchased from
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Department of Clinical Biochemistry in Aarhus
University Hospital, Skejby in Denmark, were
used for our analysis.
In this study, we used microarray expression

profile to examine the gene expression patterns
in superficial transitional cell carcinoma (sTCC)
with surrounding Carcinoma in situ-(CIS) (13
patients), without surrounding CIS lesions (15
patients) and in muscle invasive carcinomas
(mTCC; 13 patients). Hierarchical cluster analy-
sis separated the sTCC samples according to the
presence or absence of CIS in the surrounding
urothelium. We identified a few gene clusters
that contained genes with similar expression lev-
els in TCC with surrounding CIS and invasive
TCC. However, no close relationship between
TCC with adjacent CIS and invasive TCC was
observed using hierarchical cluster analysis. Ex-
pression profiling of a series of biopsies from
normal urothelium and urothelium with CIS le-
sions from the same urinary bladder revealed that
the gene expression found in sTCC with sur-
rounding CIS was found also in CIS biopsies as
well as in normal samples adjacent to the CIS le-
sions. Furthermore, we also identified similar
gene expression changes in mTCC samples. We
used a supervised learning approach to build a
16-gene molecular CIS classifier. The classifier
was able to classify sTCC samples according to
the presence or absence of surrounding CIS with
a high accuracy. This study demonstrates that a
CIS gene expression signature is present not only
in CIS biopsies but also in sTCC, mTCC, and,
remarkably, in histologically normal urothelium
from bladders with CIS. Identification of this ex-
pression signature could provide guidance for the
selection of therapy and follow-up regimen in pa-
tients with early stage bladder cancer.
The Human Protein Reference Database

(HPRD)9 is a protein database accessible through
the internet. The Biological General Repository for
Interaction Datasets (BioGRID)10 is a curated bio-
logical database of protein-protein and genetic in-
teractions. Total 326119 unique Protein-Protein In-
teraction (PPI) pairs were collected in which 39240
pairs are from HPRD and 379426 pairs are from
BioGRID.

Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs)
Analysis
For the GSE3167 dataset, the limma package11

was used to identify differentially expressed
genes (DEGs). The original expression datasets
from all conditions were extracted into expres-

sion estimates, and then constructed to the linear
model. The DEGs only with the fold change val-
ue larger than 2 and p-value less than 0.05 were
selected.

Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)
Network Construction
For demonstrating the potential PPI relation-

ship, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)12

was calculated for all pair-wise comparisons of
gene-expression values between ordinary genes
and the DEGs. The PPI relationships whose ab-
solute PCC are larger than 0.6 were considered
as significant.
To further understand the potential PPI rela-

tionship, we matched the interactions between
two DEGs using the protein interaction (PPI data
that have been collected from HPRD and BI-
OGRID database). Based on the above datasets,
PPI network was constructed using the Cy-
toscape13.

Network Modeling in Cytoscape
The network is un-weighted, i.e. noscore is as-

signed to the edges. When a protein was very
well studied, lots of experiments would describe
its partners and one interaction could be identi-
fied several times. As the number of occurrences
of an interaction was considered as a criterion of
reliability, it could be advantageous to attribute a
higher weight to the edges that were the more
frequent. However, the weighting would intro-
duce an important bias, for it would favor the
most studied proteins.

Cytoscape MCODE Analysis
Cluster with overlapping Neighbourhood Ex-

pansion (Cluster ONE)14 is used to discover
densely connected and possibly overlapping re-
gions within the Cytoscape network you have
constructed. In PPI networks, these dense re-
gions usually respond to protein complexes or
fractions of them. Cluster ONE works by
“growing” dense regions out of small seeds
guided by a quality function. The quality of a
group is evaluated by the number of internal di-
vided edges involving nodes of the group. In a
PPI network, subgraphs of highly interconnect-
ed proteins can be considered as protein com-
plexes or functional modules. Subgraphs small-
er than 3 or having a density less than 0.25
(number of edges within the cluster divided by
the number of theoretically possible edges) and
p-value < 0.05, were discarded.
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Results

PPI Network Modeling in Cytoscape
Publicly available microarray data set

GSE3167are obtained from GEO. Total 1404
DEGs with the fold change value > 2 and p-value
< 0.05 were selected using the limma package.
All of these genes are positive expression genes.
To obtain PPI network, minimum size

4,413expression relationships including 198nor-
mal genes and their 169 DEGs were selected. By
integrating expression relationships above, a PPI
network in Pancreatic Cancer was built between
its DEGs and normal genes (Figure 1).

Network Clustering
To find Network clustering, we set basic para-

meters: minimum size is 9 and minimum density
is 0.3. Network clustering was found in PPI Net-
work modeling (Figure 2).

Cytoscape MCODE Analysis
To obtain higher over expression clusters, we

analysis network by MCODE, which are taken
from Cytoscape.MCODE does not provide any
statistical score on the resulting clusters but can
be used as a discovery tool in network analysis.

Function Analysis of the First Cluster
Using the GO terms to descript the function of the

first cluster (Figure 3), several Gene Ontology (GO)
categories were enriched among these genes in the
first cluster, including spliceosomal snRNP biogene-
sis (GO:0000387), ribonucleoprotein complex as-
sembly (GO: 0022618), RNA splicing, via transes-
terification reactions (GO:0000375) and so on (Table
I). With GO function annotation using DAVID tool,
top10 enriched GO terms were list in Table I.
Using the KEGG pathways to descript the func-

tion of the first cluster (Figure 3), one KEGG
pathways were detected in the first cluster, i.e.
Spliceosome (hsa03040).

Discussion

Bladder cancer is the second most common
genitourinary malignancy, with transitional-cell
carcinoma (TCC) comprising nearly 90% of all
primary bladder tumors17. Although the majority
of patients present with superficial bladder tu-
mors, 20% to 40% either present with or develop
invasive disease18. We constructed a PPI network
in Pancreatic Cancer built between its DEGs and
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When a large cluster cannot be further split in-
to over lapping subgraphs of highly interconnect-
ed nodes, it can be split into independent sub-
graphs of highly interconnected nodes. The parti-
tion into independent subgraphs was performed
with the plug in Molecular Complex Detection15

(MCODE) of Cytoscape. This algorithm detects
densely connected regions. First it assigned a
weight to each node, corresponding to its local
neighbourhood density. Then, it recursively
moved outward, including in the cluster the
nodes whose weight is above a given threshold.
The default parameters of MCODE plug in was
degree cutoff ≥ 2, node score cutoff ≥ 0.2, k-core
≥ 2.

Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes) Pathway Analysis
Database for Annotation, Visualization and In-

tegrated Discovery (DAVID)16, a high-throughput
and integrated data-mining environment, ana-
lyzes gene lists derived from high-throughput ge-
nomic experiments. In David tool, a cumulative
hypergeometric distribution is used for calculat-
ing the probability of getting at least n successes
in the hypergeometric experiment. A cumulative
hypergeometric probability refers to a sum of
probabilities associated with a hypergeometric
experiment. To compute a cumulative hypergeo-
metric probability, we may need to add one or
more individual probabilities.

Formula:

In formula, n represents the number of genes
in PPI network. F represents the number of pro-
teins, which have GO function annotation. M
represents the number of proteins, which involve
biology pathways. K represents the frequency of
GO-ID (Gene Ontology-Identification) emer-
gency. We used the probability that was set as p
< 0.05 and count > 2 to identify over-represented
GO categories in biological process and KEGG
pathway analysis based on the cumulative hyper-
geometric distribution.
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normal genes, which were from HPRD and Bi-
oGRID database. We analysis PPI network by
Cluster ONE and MCODE, which can be used as
a discovery tool in network analysis, for it would

favor the most studied proteins. Ten enriched GO
terms were got with GO functional analysis and
Spliceosome (hsa03040) was obtained using the
KEGG pathways.
In the past few years, protein-protein interac-

tion (PPI) networks of several organisms have
been derived and made publicly available19. In the
recent literature, two additional measures have
been used to compare PPI networks with random
network models20. In our study, PPI network was
constructed using the Cytoscape, which is an
open source software project for integrating bio-
molecular interaction networks with high-
throughput expression data and other molecular
states into a unified conceptual framework13. Pro-
tein-protein interaction (PPI) network represent
the interactions among proteins in an organism,
where each protein is represented with a node,
and each interaction is represented with an edge
between two nodes. The construction of PPI Net-
work provides a great convenience for our work.
Based on PPI network we got network clustering.
Furthermore, MCODE was used for over expres-
sion clusters, which was detected in Figure 3.

Figure 1. PPI Network modeling in Cytoscape, the yellow nodes represent DEGs and the pink nodes represent normal genes.

Figure 2. Network clustering. They came from the parti-
tion of the whole PPI network modeling with Cluster ONE.
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The Sm class of small nuclear ribonucleopro-
teins (snRNPS) is major constituents of the
spliceosome, the catalytic center of the pre-mRNA
splicing reaction21. To date, the only known func-
tion for the Sm proteins is in the biogenesis of U
snRNPs, and the biogenesis of snRNPs U1, U2,
U4, and U5 is a complex cycle that requires the
bidirectional transport of these snRNAs across the
nuclear envelope22,23. Ribonucleoprotein (RNP) is a
nucleoprotein that contains RNA, i.e. it is an asso-
ciation that combines ribonucleic acid and protein
together. RNP in snRNPs has an RNA-binding
motif in its RNA-binding protein. Aromatic amino
acid residues in this motif result in stacking inter-
actions with RNA24. Significant progress has been
made in identifying the components of the splicing
machinery and determining the general pathway of
the reaction. Less has been learned about the deter-
minants of splice site recognition and selection.
Together with GO:0000375, GO: 0000377,

GO: 0000398, GO: 0022613 and GO: 0008380,
they all belonged to RNA splicing clusters. RNA
splicing is a modification of the nascent pre-mR-
NA taking place after or concurrently with its tran-
scription, in which introns are removed and exons
are joined21. This is needed for the typical eukary-
otic messenger RNA before it can be used to pro-
duce a correct protein through translation25. From
all the data, we can predict that the development of
mechanisms of bladder cancer was closely related
to RNA splicing. It is a great significance for the
detection and treatment of bladder cancer to under-
stand the mechanism of RNA splicing.
The living cells contain specific macromole-

cules with a high molecular weight and a poor
solubility. Generally in a cell, macromolecules
are represented by polysaccharides, proteins, nu-
cleic acids and enzymes. These compounds are
formed by polymerisation of micromolecules

such as sugars, amino acids and nucleotides. It is
a key work to study synthesis mechanism of
these macromolecules because they control and
regulate proliferation and differentiation of cell
in different tissue. In our study, these clusters of
GO:0034622, GO:0006397 and GO:0034621 in
bladder cancer belong to cellular macromolecu-
lar complex assembly, which may play an impor-
tant role in the occurrence of cancer cells.
In KEGG pathways analysis, we detected only

one pathway, i.e. Spliceosome (hsa03040), which
is a complex of snRNA and protein subunits that
removes introns from a transcribed pre-mRNA
(hnRNA) segment. Spliceosome, a multimegadal-
ton ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex comprised
of five snRNPs and numerous proteins, catalyzes
pre-mRNA splicing26. This further illustrates that
the mutation of RNA splicing maybe an important
factor causing bladder cancer. Intricate RNA-RNA

Term Description Count p-value FDR

GO:0000387 Spliceosomal snRNP biogenesis 6 2.60E-14 2.09E-11
GO:0022618 Ribonucleoprotein complex assembly 6 2.98E-12 2.39E-09
GO:0000375 RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 6 1.73E-10 1.39E-07
GO:0000377 RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 6 1.73E-10 1.39E-07

with bulged adenosine as nucleophile
GO:0000398 Nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 6 1.73E-10 1.39E-07
GO:0022613 Ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis 6 3.95E-10 3.17E-07
GO:0008380 RNA splicing 6 3.94E-09 3.16E-06
GO:0034622 Cellular macromolecular complex assembly 6 6.96E-09 5.58E-06
GO:0006397 mRNA processing 6 7.30E-09 5.85E-06
GO:0034621 Cellular macromolecular complex subunit organization 6 1.25E-08 9.99E-06

Table I. Top10 enriched GO terms.

Figure 3. Cytoscape MCODE analysis. A and B came
from the partition of network clustering A and B (Figure 2)
respectively with MCODE.



and RNP networks, which serve to align the reac-
tive groups of the pre-mRNA for catalysis, are
formed and repeatedly rearranged during spliceo-
some assembly and catalysis26.
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